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The second-generation Camry Solara debuted in for model year , [7] initially offered as a coupe;
the second-generation convertible was introduced in the spring of as a model. Created to
appeal to a demographic of more sport-minded drivers than those who prefer the Toyota Camry
sedan , the Camry Solara aspired to blend "sporty" looks and style with spacious practicality.
Prior to the production of the Camry Solara, the 2-door version of the Toyota Camry was simply
known as the Camry Coupe. It was added to the third generation Camry lineup in for model year
to compete with the Honda Accord and other cars in its class. However, due to it never being
nearly as popular as the 4-door sedan of the Camry, the Camry Coupe was dropped in when the
sedan was redesigned for model year A distinct successor went into development in the mids,
resulting a winning design entry in from Warren J. Crain of Calty Design and Research. After
design approval, production development ran from to the first half of The first generation Camry
Solara went on sale in the third quarter of as a model to replace the Camry Coupe. This model
featured a 4-cylinder 5S-FE 2. The Toyota Camry Solara is also the first vehicle in the Toyota
lineup, after their partnership agreement to feature a JBL premium stereo option, which all
models came with a single-slot in-dash CD player and cassette deck. The SE models come
standard with inch steel wheels and hubcaps, upgradable to inch alloy wheels. The Sports
Package also adds a retuned suspension, perforated leather-wrapped steering wheel, perforated
eight-way power-adjustable leather seats, an upgrade to inch alloy wheels, retuned steering,
minor trim changes and a rear lip spoiler. In , the SE and SLE convertibles were added to the
lineup; these cars were built as semi-finished coupes, shipped to an American Sunroof
Company ASC facility where the roofs were removed and convertible tops installed, and were
then shipped back to Toyota for painting and final assembly. The Camry Solara was facelifted in
September for the model year, receiving changes to the grille pattern, taillights, headlights that
now featured a 4-bulb system instead of 2, a chrome logo on the steering wheel instead of an
embossed pattern , and smaller fog lights. The trunk was now openable by remote and the wood
trim changed from Oxford Burlwood to Mustard Wood. New packages and options were also
offered and include heated leather seats, an Appearance Package that featured a 3-spoke
steering wheel, leather-wrapped shift knob, black pearl emblems, and a different center cap on
the wheels. Mechanically, the 2. This new engine was chosen because it featured the same gas
mileage as the previous engine, except it offered more power and the addition of VVT-i , a
technology that improved performance and reduced emissions. The four-cylinder engine was
carried over from the previous generation, while the optional V6 was a new 3. The four-cylinder
engine could be coupled to a five-speed manual or four-speed automatic transmission , while
the V6 was offered only with a five-speed UE automatic transmission. Both engines featured
Toyota's VVT-i technology. Production started in July for the coupe and February for the
convertible. In late for model year , the five-speed MMT automatic transmission replaced the
four-speed automatic on four-cylinder models, and minor changes were made to the optional
power driver's seat. In June a restyled Solara was introduced, with new LED taillights, a revised
rear bumper, and a redesigned front fascia. The second-generation Solara sold below
expectations, as it inherited the unexciting handling from its Camry parent. Despite statements
that the convertible might be sold until at least , production was quietly suspended in December
, with sales continuing from inventory to gauge demand. In June , Toyota announced that sales
had not met expectations, and that production would not resume. The name Solara was
previously used on a motor vehicle by Peugeot , with their Talbot Solara , a notchback variant of
the Chrysler Alpine hatchback developed by Chrysler Europe before their takeover by Peugeot
in The rights to use the Solara name on a motor vehicle within Europe remain with Peugeot.
From time to time, such names from the past appear on limited edition models. Mitsubishi
Australia also used this name on the mid-spec versions of its Mitsubishi Magna sedan and
station wagon. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article is about an automobile
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compact. Paseo C. Sports car. Celica Supra. MR2 Spyder. C Vehicles exclusive to Canada. North
American production started in June and sales began in late July For the Australian market, the
XV70 was imported from Japan. This followed the termination of 55 years of Toyota production
in Australia, including the closure of the Camry plant at Altona, Victoria. Each trim level would
feature a different front fascia to differentiate it from other Camry models. It was based on the
SE trim and only available with a V6; it comes with sportier suspension, sports exhaust, body
kit, trunk spoiler, special TRD-badged interior and red seat belts. Also, the Android Auto was
added, a new 7- and 9-inch floating multimedia displays and also one of the first Toyotas to
debut new Toyota Safety Sense 2. The facelifted Camry was also released in Japan on 1
February Trim levels for the Thai market Camry include 2. Gearbox choices are a 6-speed
automatic for 2. Engine choices include a base 2. The only major component that is shared with
the previous-generation is the Toyota emblem on the front grille and rear trunk lid. The Camry
would be the first Toyota vehicle to introduce the Entune 3. Transmission choices include a
simulated six-speed sequential shift automatic CVT for Hybrid models, six-speed automatic for
the 2. As with all Toyota vehicles, Toyota Safety Sense would come as standard equipment on
all Camry models, bringing standard a pre-collision system with pedestrian detection, a
full-speed radar cruise control, lane departure warning with steering assist, and automatic high
beam assist. Optional safety features would include active blind spot monitoring with rear
cross-traffic alert, intelligent clearance sonar, and rear cross-traffic braking. From Wikipedia,
the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. Front-engine, front-wheel-drive Front-engine,
four-wheel-drive. Retrieved 21 July Automotive News. Retrieved 30 June Motor Trend. Retrieved
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as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Add links. Daihatsu Altis Japan [1]. Power-split
Hybrid Camry Hybrid. CVT K automatic. Kei car. Pixis Epoch LA Pixis Space L Pixis Joy LA
Pixis Mega LA Subcompact car. Porte AP Aygo AB Passo AC Passo M Etios AK Yaris XP
Compact car. Corolla E Corolla Axio E Auris E Prius XW Compact luxury car. Blade E Sai AZK
Compact wagon. Corolla Fielder E Corolla Touring E Mid-size car. Premio T Avensis T Camry XV
Aurion XV Mark X X Mirai JPD Mid-size wagon. Full-size car. Avalon XX Crown S Crown Majesta
S Crown G-Executive S Century G Sport compact car. Allion T Zelas AT Sports car. Supra J
Crown Comfort XS Non-Toyota platform. Yaris Sedan. Yaris Sedan M. Yaris HB M. Yaris
Liftback. Yaris Liftback C. Prius c. Prius c M. Corolla iM. Corolla Hatchback. Prius Plug-in
Hybrid. Prius Prime. Prius v. Replacing the XV40 series, the XV50 represents the seventh
generation of the Toyota Camry in all markets outside Japan, which follows a different
generational lineage. It was released in Japan on 5 September and in the U. Power options are
the 2. Despite similar exterior dimensions with the XV40 Camry, Toyota was able to increase the
interior volume by restyling the interior panels so that they followed the contour of the exterior
panels. The U. Camry has a 6-speed automatic transmission , with SE models featuring paddle
shifters for manual shifts. The model year Camry was released in Japan on 3 September , but
was delayed in the U. For the first time, the Japanese market Camry did not use the "regular"
Camry design used for the U. Instead, it adopts the "prestige" Camry or Aurion design that
Southeast Asia and China have received. The SE model is fitted with a sport-tuned suspension,
inch alloy wheels with inch alloys on V6 models , fog lamps, a leather-wrapped steering wheel
and shift knob, sport seats and shift paddles to differentiate it from the XLE. Prices in the U.
Introduced in late , the XV50 series Camry in Australia and New Zealand was sold under a new
two-tier naming and styling structure. Australian Camrys have different interior fabrics, colour

and trim as well as the steering and suspension settings that were adapted for the local market.
The hybrid models are differentiated to the petrol models by having a unique chrome grille and
additional hybrid badging. The facelift version of the XV50 started production in Australia on 28
April It is referred to as the "prestige Camry" by Toyota officials in Japan. The prestige Camry
was first unveiled in Ukraine on 25 August The Camry was launched in China on 18 November ,
followed by its hybrid counterpart on 21 May This was the first time the Camry in Indonesia and
Malaysia that also offered with a hybrid drivetrain. The prestige Camry, sold in Japan and other
Asian markets, received a large facelift in for the model year and was unveiled during the
Moscow International Automobile Salon. However, the Aurion itself in Australia have not
received the same treatment, but rather a much smaller facelift based on the original design. In
India, the prestige Camry was launched on 24 August The Camry Hybrid was also available for
the first time in India, which was launched on 28 August Both the Indian market Camry and
Camry Hybrid were locally assembled. In Taiwan, the prestige Camry was launched on 2
December The Camry Hybrid was also available for the first time in Taiwan. In March , Toyota
facelifted the Camry with new bumpers, grille, air dams, rear combination lamps, and most
importantly the new 2. The 2. In June , the facelift model was launched, with Eco, Standard and
Elegance trims. The changes, applicable to the entire Camry range and dubbed the "big minor
change" not a new generation , consisted mainly of the alteration of most of the exterior panels
â€” only the roof remained unchanged. The powertrain remained unchanged from the
pre-facelift model. The facelift included an aggressive front bumper featuring a wider and more
prominent trapezoidal grille shape. The interior received a more premium appearance, with
improved materials and amenities. The window and door seals were improved to reduce wind
and road noise. Toyota started production of restyled Camry for Russian market in November
The car has a new design and a new 2. In China, the facelifted Camry was launched in January
Available engines are the 2. Trim levels are named as the 2. Based on the SE model, it has
unique black gloss and silver painted inch alloy wheels, blue accents and stitching throughout
the interior including the seats, white-faced gauges with aluminum trim, smoked taillights,
Special Edition floor mats and trunk emblem. Added standard equipment include a power
moonroof, keyless entry and ignition , and a Qi inductive charge pad for mobile phones. The
only option was a navigation system. These two colours joined the regular colour palette for the
model year, although only available on SE and XSE models. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. For complete overview of all Camry models, see Toyota Camry. Motor vehicle.
Hirotada Kobayashi and Tomonori Matsumoto regular: [4] Kentarou Asakura sports version,
regular: [5] Hirofumi Fukui and Kazumi Kowaki prestige: [6] Keisuke Matsuno hybrid version,
prestige: [7] Matt Sperling and Kengo Iwanaga facelift, regular: [8]. Lexington, Kentucky.
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Sports car. The XV20 Camry range is split into different model codes indicative of the engine.
The XV20 Camry continued as a sedan and station wagon, though the latter model was not sold
in North America, where the sedan was launched in for the model year. The XV20 Camry was
offered in 2. In Australia, the luxury-oriented version was badged Toyota Vienta. Furthermore,
this was the first Camry to be badge-engineered as a Daihatsu ; the Daihatsu Altis sold in Japan
was identical to the export version of the Camry. In addition, the Vista's sheet metal resembled
a tall, formal sedan, while the Camry became sleeker. In August for the model year, the sedan
models in North America received a mid-model upgrade to the front and rear fascias, this
included larger headlights that now feature a four-bulb system instead of two, a separated grille
with chrome surround, larger taillights, and larger body-side moldings. Toyota Australia started
production of the facelift model in As Japanese yen soared in the mids, the redesigned Camry
had less content than the previous model under pressure to reduce costs. The final XV20
design was frozen by early February , at over 30 months ahead of scheduled production start in
August Design patents were filed on 9 February at the Japan Patent Office and registered under
Prototypes were tested throughout and The Japanese market XV20s arrived. It had no relation

to the Mark II sedan a rear-wheel drive executive car besides the front and rear lights, which
resembled those of the Mark II. The Mark II Qualis was also available in a 3. An equivalent model
was launched as the Daihatsu Altis. It was only sold in Japan, and its production started from
this generation. The Altis was introduced March as a flagship sedan for Daihatsu as a
replacement for the Daihatsu Applause. Not very many Altis models were sold in Japan. This is
because a typical Daihatsu is priced in the entry level pricing range, and the Altis was priced
very similar to the comparable model Camry. The Altis was available with the 2. Unlike the
Camry, which is available as a sedan or wagon in Japan, the Altis sold only as a sedan. The
name "Altis" is a variation of the word "altitude", implying a "high elevation" status as the
top-level car for Daihatsu. In Australia, unlike the previous generation, the Camry name was
also applied to the V6 variants, while the Toyota Vienta V6 range was revised as the "upmarket"
models. The line-up of four-cylinder Camry models consisted of the CSi, Conquest and CSX
models automatic transmission was standard on Conquest and CSX ; all three variants were
available in sedan or wagon body styles. The Camry V6 models consisted of CSi and Conquest,
again as sedans and wagons, with the wagons only available with automatic transmission. The
Camry V6 Touring sedan model was launched in March In September , the revised Camry was
launched. The Vienta V6 range was discontinued due to the launch of the Avalon sedan in July
and two new models were added to the Camry range: the top-of-the-range Azura V6 sedan and
the Touring V6 wagon, both of which were available with an automatic transmission only.
Towards the end of the model run, the limited edition Intrigue and Advantage sedans were
launched. Wheel sizes vary on this shape of Camry, with some using inch wheels, while others
use inch. For the Middle East market, the Camry was sourced from Australia. It was offered in
three different trims as a sedan: the low-end XLI and mid-range GLI that both carried the
four-cylinder engineâ€”and the luxury Grande with V6 engine. The station wagon was also
offered with the GLI trim. All trim levels were available with either the 2. The Camry had a mild
refresh in August for the model year, and the addition of VVT-i to the 2. A coupe was added in
for the model year, and then a convertible form in for the model year. In contrast to the coupe
from the third-generation Camrys, the new two-door cars were given a separate nameplate
Toyota Camry Solara , or simply Solara. They were also a significant styling departure from the
sedan. The XV20 was also sold in Europe. But like its predecessor, the Camry XV10, the range
was a lot more limited. As before, models for the European market continued to be imported
from Japan. Launched in , the range consisted the 2. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. For
a complete overview of all Camry models, see Toyota Camry. Motor vehicle. It is not to be
confused with Toyota Qualis. Autos of Interest. Retrieved Manila Standard. Automotive News.
Los Angeles Times. US: Toyota. Toyota Reference. Car and Driver. Insurance Institute for
Highway Safety. Toyota Motor Corporation. Scion WiLL Toyopet. Toyota Financial Services.
Dyna Type 73 Medium Truck. Hidden categories: Articles with short description Short
description is different from Wikidata Commons category link from Wikidata. Namespaces
Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes
Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. August â€” July Japan,
U. Kawazu Masahiko [1]. Front-engine, front-wheel drive. Yaris Sedan. Tercel 4WD Wagon. Yaris
Liftback. Corolla FX. Camry Solara. Sport compact. Paseo C. Sports car. Celica Supra. MR2
Spyder. C Vehicles exclusive to Canada. The XV30 series represented the fifth generation of the
Toyota Camry in all markets outside Japan, which followed a different generational lineage. The
XV30 range is split into different model codes indicative of the engine. On August 27, , [2] for
the model year, the Toyota Camry was released as a larger sedan taking styling cues from the
successful Vitz , Corolla and Solara only, but without a station wagon for the first time. By , 26
months ahead of scheduled production, a new design by Hiroyuki Metsugi was chosen and later
frozen in July for June production. The production development process which began in April
was reduced by 10 months, from the prior XV20's 36 months to 26 months. Design patents were
filed at the Japan Patent office on January 25, and registered under patent No. The front end of
the car was relatively short, leaving a great deal of the length to the cabin, a technique adopted
by compact cars. Two engines were available an all-new 2. Any model could be equipped with a
V6 or a 4-speed automatic transmission , although the manual transmission was not available
on V6 models. For safety ABS , Vehicle Stability Control , front and rear head side curtain
airbags , and front seat-mounted torso side airbags were optional. Until the model year, the
Camry Solara remained on the previous XV20 chassis, and received only minor styling
upgrades to the front and rear ends. However, the Solara did receive the same 2. The second
generation Camry Solara was introduced in as a model. Again, styling from the Camry was
radically different, taking design cues from the Lexus SC This concept vehicle had significant
performance and visual upgrades from the production Toyota Camry and hinted at the TRD
Aurion. Other manufacturing facilities for their respective regional markets include locations in

Malaysia, Indonesia, and Taiwan. Daihatsu continued with its twin Altis model for the Japanese
market. Visually, the Altis is very similar to the Japanese market Camry with the 4-cylinder
engine. The Toyota Verossa was also sold during this model timeframe, offering Japanese
buyers a well-equipped sedan with similar dimensions to the Camry, with a front-engine,
rear-drive powertrain setup, or optional all-wheel drive that the Camry didn't offer. The Verossa
wasn't a strong seller, and in Toyota replaced the Verossa with the Toyota Mark X , continuing
to offer a front engine rear drive powertrain. US production started on July 23, Both the LE and
SE models were available with a manual transmission when equipped with the four-cylinder
engine. A Camry manufactured in Japan is denoted with a VIN starting with "JTD", as well as a
small hatch on the passenger's side of the front bumper containing equipment that is
compatible with Japanese towing systems; US-made models are denoted with a VIN starting
with "4T1". The Canadian version of this Camry is slightly different from the versions sold in the
United States due to the additional Child Restraint System. In , for the model year, a few new
features were added including the optional, power-adjustable pedals and pedal-type parking
brake for the XLE trim. The 3. In SE models a 3. The passenger airbag disable feature was also
added for this model year to prevent or reduce injuries to infants. For models, Toyota
introduced its refreshed Camry with new upgrades such as a chrome grille, with the SE having a
unique, blackout grille. Other exterior changes are new headlight and taillight designs,
redesigned front bumper, and new wheels. Interior upgrades to the Camry included a rear
center head restraint, a storage bin in the door, Optitron electroluminescent gauges, steering
wheel-mounted audio controls standard for all trim levels, chrome interior door handles and
shift gear button, and standard leather seating on V6-powered XLE trims. A 5-speed automatic
transmission also replaced the previous 4-speed automatic and ABS became standard on all
trims. Toyota launched in Mexico in The LE models had the 2. The previous-generation Camry
was not available in Mexico; such vehicles there were often illegal imports from the United
States. All vehicles had automatic transmissions. In Brazil , the Camry was launched there in
However, this version did not offer a 4-cylinder version; all models had a 3. XLE was the sole
trim level. The Altise, Ateva and Sportivo are available with either the 2. Only the Altise and
Sportivo models could be fitted with a manual transmission â€” all other models are equipped
with a four-speed automatic transmission. In , the V6-powered Altise Sport model was
introduced, which is basically the Altise model with the sports suspension that was fitted on the
Sportivo and Azura models and was available in manual and automatic transmission. When the
revised range was launched in Australia and New Zealand in September , the Grande model was
reintroduced which, together with the Azura model, were the top-of-the-range models. The
Grande however was fitted with the standard suspension rather than the sports suspension as
fitted on the Azura model. The Toyota Link system is a state-of-the-art satellite and mobile SMS
GSM communications system that gives the driver access to roadside assistance and
emergency help via the electrochromatic rear view mirror. In August , the Altise Sport model
was reintroduced V6 auto only together with Altise Limited four-cylinder and V6 that has
additional features. The Ateva model had an interior upgrade to leather trim and rear passenger
air conditioning vents. The Altise was repositioned as a fleet model and the manual
transmission was no longer available on V6 Sportivo models from January production.
Automatic Camrys in Australia still used the dated four-speed because it retained the 3. A
number of milestones were achieved with this generation's Camry in Australia. The one
millionth Camry Black Azura built in Australia and 10 millionth Camry worldwide rolled off the
production line at Altona in September The overseas demand for the Australian-made Camry is
still running at record levels, despite the release of an all-new model in August The XLi trim
comes reasonably equipped and is a common choice for taxis and is the volume seller. The
Camry weathers extreme heat well and is often preferred by fleet buyers looking for reliability.
The GLi trim adds alloy wheels, wooden panel interior and foglamps. The Touring and Grande
trims come with a 3. The current Australian-made Camry remains one of the top-selling
passenger vehicles in the Middle Eastern region. Additionally, in recent years, fifth generation
Camrys have become very popular in the Middle East for " Tafheet " or Arab Drifting. The main
objective is to drift the Camry sideways along the road usually a long stretch of road or freeway
, while sometimes even being in the flow of traffic. This is highly dangerous, as there have been
instances of the rear suspension components failing and a rear wheel being lost. The Camry in
Taiwan and Southeast Asia of this generation looked very similar to other versions, but the front
end had a "thicker" grille and larger, all-white, differently shaped headlights. In Indonesia, the
fifth generation Camry was launched in July in two trim levels: 2. The facelifted version was
released in June In the Philippines, the fifth generation Camry was initially introduced in with 2.
Compared to the US version, this had a different front end design grille and headlights , as well
as inner taillight garnishes. The facelifted version, which came out in around November saw off
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Camry Solara. Sport compact. Paseo C. Sports car. Celica Supra. MR2 Spyder. C Vehicles
exclusive to Canada. The Camry has been the best selling car in the United States for eight of
the last nine years starting in The Camry name comes from the English phonetic of the
Japanese word " Kammuri ," which means " Crown. The Camry also sells very well in Australia
and a number of Asian markets, in particular Cambodia where the vast majority of cars are
Camrys, but it has not sold as well in Europe. The Camry name was first launched in with the
Toyota Celica Camry. The first model line independently named the Toyota Camry was launched
in for the model year. An offshoot of the Camry, the Toyota Camry Solara , has been available as
a coupe and a convertible. The Camry underwent major redesigns and upgrades in model years
, in Japan , , and most recently in This means the engine is transversely mounted to drive the
front wheels. Some models have been offered with all-wheel drive. The second and
third-generation Camrys were rebadged to be sold as the Holden Apollo in Australia. The
Holden equivalents were not successful even though they came from the same factory as the
Camry. Since , Daihatsu has sold a Camry twin named the Altis. See Autopedia's
comprehensive Toyota Camry Review. The Toyota Camry underwent major redesigns and
upgrades in model years , in Japan , , , and most recently in The Toyota Camry tries to combine
the best of both worlds: maintain the dependability and safety that has made the model so
popular, while adding a little more aggressive styling to counter the main complaint that the
Camry is boring. For more information see: Toyota Camry Hybrid. Today's actual prices by city
can be found at CarsDirect. EPA estimates for the Toyota Camry are as follows:. According to
Consumer Reports, reliability of the 4-cylinder and hybrid Camrys is well above average, while
the V6 version is below average rare for Toyota due to an automatic transmission problem. The
Camry recieved the best possible score for front-end collision safety and for side-impact safety
for both front and rear seats. The fifth-generation frontal performance was similar to that for the
fourth-generation. Similarly, IIHS side impacts with airbags was rated as good overall with good
in most categories. The IIHS website notes that although Toyota changed the design of Camrys
to improve side performance, the changes would not significantly impact the crash performance
of vehicles without side airbags. NHTSA rollover performance is listed as five stars for models
and four stars thereafter. IIHS rear-crash performance was rated as marginal for Camrys with
cloth seats and poor for Camrys with leather seats. The fourth-generation Camry was tested for
frontal and side impacts NHTSA and frontal offset IIHS crashes, but scored significantly better
than the third generation in all frontal tests. NHTSA gave the vehicle four stars for the driver and
between three and four stars for the passenger, depending on the year. The IIHS scored it
acceptable overall, with three out of six categories listed as good and the other three listed as
acceptable. In comparison, the similar-vintage Honda Accord fared similarly although somewhat
worse [6] , the Ford Taurus did notably better [7] , and the Nissan Maxima performed much
worse [8]. Camry SE V6 interior shown in Dark Charcoal with available leather trim, steering
wheel-mounted audio controls, heated front seats and voice-activated DVD navigation system.
Colors available vary by trim. While by definition the " Best Selling Car In America " will have to
appeal to the common denominator, the Toyota Camry does offer a few features that go beyond
the basic:. Of the cars surveyed by the RACV, the Toyota Camry are the cheapest medium 4
cylinder version and large 6 cylinder version cars to run on a weekly basis. The Toyota Camry is
Australia's first locally-built car to utilise double overhead cam. Within the mid-size car
segment, the Camry typically battles with the Honda Accord for best resale values. The sixth
generation Camry is a completely redesigned model and is assembled at the Toyota plant in
Georgetown, Kentucky as well as at Toyota Manufacturing in Japan. Starting in , the Camry will
also be manufactured at Subaru 's Lafayette, Indiana plant, about , units per year. In Subaru's
plant, Toyota will set up its own machinery and assembly line to manufacture the Camry. A
Camry manufactured in Japan is denoted with a VIN starting with "J" as well as a small hatch on
the passenger's side of the front bumper, used to secure the vehicle during shipping over the
ocean, US made models are denoted with a VIN starting with "4". It was released as a model

making its first introduction at the North American International Auto Show [9] along with its
identical hybrid twin, the Camry HV. The new Camry has a 2. It will also have an optional 3. The
V6 will be available with a 6-speed sequential transmission. A spilt-folding rear seat is not
available on the SE trim. The CE and LE have hubcap designs similar to the previous generation
models. The rear of the car features the controversial " Bangle-butt " design first seen on the
BMW 7 Series. The sixth generation Camry will also be built in Australia. There, it goes on sale
on July 22, For the first time in 18 years, the Australian-market Camry will lack a V6 engine. The
only option will be a 2. Standard features include remote entry and start , side torso airbags,
knee airbags and side-curtain airbags. The Camry Hybrid will be built at the company's
Georgetown, Kentucky plant, with about 45, projected per year. This model was launched in
most export markets, including the United States, as a model year car. The styling of the
fifth-generation Camry is somewhat similar to the fourth-generation model in that both have
gently curved surfaces accented by sharp creases. However, the front end of the car is
relatively short, leaving a great deal of the length to the cabin, a technique adopted by compact
cars. In contrast to the fairly squat fourth-generation Camry, the fifth generation is a decidedly
tall vehicle. It is 2. Both the LE and SE models are available with a manual transmission when
equipped with the four-cylinder engine now up to 3. Any model may be equipped with a V6 or an
automatic transmission, although the manual transmission is not available on V6 models. The
Camry Solara remained on the fourth generation chassis, and received only minor styling
upgrades to the front and rear ends. However the Solara did receive the same 2. In late , the
Camry was introduced with new upgrades such as a chrome grille though the SE had a sportier
grille , a new taillight design, and new wheels. A new trim level was added the standard model
priced lower than the Camry LE. Interior upgrades to the Camry included a rear center head
restraint, a storage bin in the door, optitron gauges, and standard leather seating on XLE V6
models. The second generation Camry Solara was introduced in August Again, styling from the
Camry was radically different, taking design cues from the Lexus SC The 2. The V6 was coupled
with a 5-speed automatic transmission. Unlike the first generation Solara , the SLE trim could be
had with the four-cylinder engine. Daihatsu continued with its twin Altis model for the Japanese
market. The Camry in Taiwan of this generation looked very similar to other versions, but the
front end had a "thicker" grille and larger, all-white, differently shaped headlights [10]. The
reverse lights were moved onto the trunk and were somewhat similar to the lights on a second
generation Avalon 's trunk [11]. The older models , had tail lights with a white streak across
them [12] , while some later models and later did not [13]. The new fifth generation Toyota
Camry has been refreshed with the new model lineup. The Altise is the base model that replaced
the CSI. The model lineup moves to the Ateva , the Grande and the top-of-the-range Azure.
There is also a sports model, the Sportivo. All models come with either a 2. The
fourth-generation Camry was launched in Japan in December It continued as a sedan and
station wagon called the Camry Gracia in Japan , though the latter model was not sold in the
United States. This generation was launched in the US for the model year. In , the sedan models
received a mid-model upgrade to the front and rear fascias, but remained otherwise similar to
the models. In addition, the Vista's sheetmetal resembled a tall, formal sedan, while the Camry
became sleeker. This "split" continues today. In contrast to the third-generation Camry two
door, the Camry Solara was a significant styling departure from the four door. All models of
Camry were initially available with either the 2. The LE-based Collector Edition was new for
model year. For the General Export Market, the Camry was offered as 2. This was the first Camry
to be sold as a Daihatsu ; the Daihatsu Altis was identical to the export version of the Camry. In
Australia, unlike the previous generation, the nameplate Camry was also applied to the V6
variants, while the Vienta V6 range was revised as the "upmarket" models. The line-up of 4
cylinder Camry models consisted of the CSI , Conquest and CSX models automatic
transmission is most common, manual is very rare , all three variants were available in sedan or
wagon. In September , the revised Camry range was launched. The Vienta V6 range was
discontinued due to the launch of the Toyota Avalon sedan in July and two new models were
added to the Camry range: the top-of-the-range Azura V6 sedan and the Touring Series V6
sportswagon model, both of which were available in automatic transmission only. Towards the
end of the model run, the limited edition Intrigue and Advantage sedan models were launched.
The third-generation Camry first sold in in Japan; in the US as a model year car is regarded as
the first to break into the large-car market, or what Toyota billed at the time as "world-sized".
This model marked the transition away from an inexpensive four door vehicle into a larger, more
luxurious family sedan. The wider export model was called the Toyota Scepter in its home
market. In the United States, an automatic transmission became the only option on all but the
base and sport-model Camrys, whereas previously, a manual transmission was available on
nearly all trim levels. In that market, both the four and six-cylinder engines received upgrades in

displacement and power: the four was upped to 2. Some other countries followed the 2. Toyota
in New Zealand sold these models as the and V6 respectively, the smaller-engined car filling the
gap of the departed Corona. It shared the rounded-body-panel look of many imports of similar
vintage: the Toyota Corolla , Honda Accord , and Nissan Altima , to name a few. This was a
departure from the second-generation models which, although they had many more rounded
panels than the first-generation Camrys, were nevertheless generally slab-sided in shape. The
third-generation Camrys had rounded features and a very curved silhouette. The Vista
continued in parallel, available in addition as a hardtop sedan. This is a similar car to the then
new Windom , which formed the basis of the Lexus ES in foreign markets, equipped with a 3. In ,
Toyota released a coupe version of the Camry with styling very similar to the four door version.
This vehicle would be dropped for the next generation, although it would later be replaced by
the Camry Solara. The Japanese version of this page lists this as a 'fifth-generation' model. The
third-generation Camry was on Car and Driver magazine's "10 Best" list for and The Camry
Vientas were available in automatic transmission only. In , a new sedan model called the
Touring Series was launched which was fitted with sports suspension. Remember, that all
models had the choice of having optional extras fitted at the buyers expense. This means you
will find some variations, but the CSX models were considered to be Top of the range in 4cyl
and the Vienta was top of the range in V6. In July , the facelifted model was launched in
Australia and was now built at the new Altona plant. This also marked the beginning of the
exporting of left-hand drive Camrys to the Middle East. The V6 models were simply known as
the Vienta. Towards the end of the model run, limited edition Getaway and Intrigue sedan
models were launched. The second-generation model debuted in for the model year, and
included a station wagon but dropped the hatchback. At this point, it was still regarded as a
mid-size car. In , anti-lock brakes became optional on the V6 , LE , and wagon models. The
Kentucky plant also began producing Camrys in , where three trim levels of the
second-generation Camry were made: the unbadged base model , the DX , and the LE. The ES
was essentially the Japanese-market Camry hardtop. The second-generation Camry was
extremely popular in the United States and it is not at all uncommon to see examples on
American roads. The Camry marked the first generation of Camry to be built in Australia. In , a 2.
The V6 sat the very top of the range, and was the only model to be imported from Japan. Due to
its positioning in the line-up, and the high import duty it attracted, it was very expensive, and
only sold in small numbers. In , the 1. There is some dispute over the generational naming of
the Toyota Camry. Most sources note the first generation Camry to have been produced as a
model. A fewer number of sources state the first generation to have started in as the Toyota
Celica Camry. This article follows the former convention. Originally launched as the Toyota
Celica Camry in January for the Japanese home market, this model was essentially a
second-generation Toyota Carina with updated body-styling and a front-end that resembled a
Toyota Celica XX known as the Celica Supra in export markets. The car used the rear-wheel
drive Celica platform which was shared by both the Corona and Carina and was powered by
either a 1. This is the most sought after version of the Celica Camry in the secondhand market
today. During its model cycle, over , units were sold in Japan. The Celica Camry was also
exported to a number of markets using the Carina 's name, and it replaced the
second-generation Carina in those markets. In for the model year, the Camry became an
independent model line, and was sold as a mid-size four-door sedan and five-door hatchback.
There were limited exports, predominantly to right-hand-drive markets. At this point, Camry was
positioned above the Carina and Corona, two other mid-sized models made by Toyota. A twin
was announced at this point: the Toyota Vista. In contrast to the rear-wheel drive Celica Camry,
the Toyota Camry was a front-wheel drive vehicle built on an all-new platform. The design of the
first-generation Camry fit well within the box-shaped trends of the early s. Additionally, the
vehicle size and available options were characteristic of Japanese-designed cars of the time;
the Camry was a small, inexpensive sedan with solid but spartan construction and competed
indirectly against larger American counterparts. The Camry is consistently ranked as one of the
most popular vehicles in the North American market. It is Toyota 's " bread-and-butter " vehicle,
so its marketing and sales strategy is cautious, aimed squarely at the center of buyer
demographics, as most Camry buyers are not car enthusiasts. It is considered a sub-luxury
mid-size sedan. The Camry is rarely optioned above the Avalon or ES , but a fully equipped
Corolla slightly overlaps with the base-model Camry. The Camry was less popular in Europe,
where the design was considered bland and incompatible with European driving habits.
Following long-term poor sales, the Camry was withdrawn altogether from Europe in , leaving
the smaller, UK-built Avensis as the top-of-the-line sedan. Because there is no station wagon
version for the fifth generation Camry, the Camry sedan and the Avensis station wagon are sold
side by side in markets like New Zealand. After the introduction of the fourth-generation Camry,

sales in Japan dipped. Prior to the fourth generation, Toyota adapted the Camry's design to suit
Japanese tax laws and domestic market requirements. These versions of the Camry are
bounded by a certain set of dimensions which would otherwise be unsuitable for export
markets. These modified-for-Japan models were called the Vista, which became separate from
the Camry in For the fourth-generation Camry, Toyota decided to split the Vista from the Camry.
Both models still share a large number of components, but the fourth-generation split was more
significant than the previous re-engineered splits. Though the Vista was sized according to
domestic vehicle tax laws, the Camry now called the Camry Gracia was identical to those sold in
foreign markets. This placed the Camry at a disadvantage as it was sized at the lower-end of a
higher tax category, which included cars such as the Crown and Aristo, both aimed at a
higher-end market than the Camry. The introduction of the Aseries Nissan Cefiro in may have
prompted Toyota to change its strategy, despite the poor sales of the Scepter, basically a
rest-of-the-world third-generation Camry, which was sold between â€” only 4, units sold in total.
The continued success of the Nissan Cefiro and afterwards the Nissan Teana meant that some
customers were willing to pay extra taxes for a larger family car, and so this marketing strategy
continued. The Camry was imported into China as the Toyota Jiamei until Thereafter, the car
was assembled locally and known as the Toyota Kaimeirui , which sounds closer to " Camry ".
The latest generation Camry introduces a raised trunk lid, previously seen on the second
generation Avalon. Toyota Lexus Scion Hino Daihatsu. Century Royal. This wiki. This wiki All
wikis. Sign In Don't have an account? Start a Wiki. Categories :. Cancel Save. Universal
Conquest Wiki. FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest. A model Camry. Compact Mid-size
present. Corporate website. A division of the Toyota Motor Corporation. This page uses some
content from Wikipedia. The original article was at Toyota Camry. The list of authors can be
seen in the page history. Replacing the XV30 series, the XV40 represented the sixth generation
of the Toyota Camry in all markets outside Japan, which followed a different generational
lineage. Between and , a badged engineered model called Daihatsu Altis sold alongside the
Camry in Japan. Toyota replaced the XV40 series in with the XV Like the previous XV30 model,
the XV40 was offered in two distinct forms. The Aurion was essentially the same as the regular
Camry, albeit, with revised front- and rear-end styling, and minor alterations to the interior. Like
the previous XV30, the design of the XV40 series Toyota Camry was split into two separate
configurations: "regular" and "prestige". This was achieved by moving the base of the
windshield and rear glass outwards and by the redesigning of the front seats. Other
aerodynamic design features include a stepped engine undercover and rear wheel fairings to
channel airflow around the tires. Visual changes include an updated front fascia, including grille
and bumper with larger air intakes , larger projector headlamps, redesigned tail lamp lenses
incorporating LEDs on all models previously hybrids only [45] and revised wheel trims among
other design changes. From the inside, the Aurion also shares a common interior design with
the Camry, including an almost identical lower dashboard , but gaining a redesigned upper dash
portion and revamped center console. Like the Camry, the Aurion was designed with Toyota's
"vibrant clarity" design language. However, the Aurion also integrates a "vibrant clarity" theory
known as "perfect imbalance" that involves body features that act as a counterpoint to other
body features. Examples of this include intersecting concave and convex surfaces and vertical
sculpted features on the front fascia, which are balanced by the horizontal headlamps. The
same architecture is applied at the rear, with a deep bumper , a clamshell -shaped trunk lid that
envelops over the flanks, dual exhaust pipes and tail lamps. Known as the "Toyota Camry
Hybrid", the gasolineâ€”electric model premiered in January â€”alongside the non-hybrid car.
Compared to the gasoline-only variants, several features are unique to the hybrid. In addition to
the hybrid powertrain, the Camry Hybrid employs electric power steering , brakes, and air
conditioning that are fully operational once the internal combustion engine is deactivated. A
real-time dashboard screen shows power distribution and the operation of the hybrid system
and the tachometer is replaced by an analog fuel economy readout. For the facelifted version
that debuted at the January North American International Auto Show , Toyota worked to better
differentiate the styling of the hybrid away from the rest of the Camry range. Powertrain options
for the Camry XV40 comprised both four- and six-cylinder engines with manual and automatic
transmissions. The entry-level engine was a 2. All other XV40 series Camrys utilize front-wheel
drive. Toyota also offered a hybrid electric version of the 2. Toyota improved the Camry's safety
by increasing the XV40's structural rigidity. The structure of the front seat mounts were
designed to transfer side collision impact loads across the car. A side barrier rating of five-stars
for the driver male , and two-stars for the front passenger female , gave for an overall
side-impact protection rating of three-stars. The third testing component, the rollover rating,
resulted in a grading of four-stars. This resulted in an increase to the side barrier rating from
two- to four-stars for the front female passenger, thus increasing the Camry's overall score to

four-stars. Dual frontal airbags were fitted to the model tested. The hybrid also scored
four-stars, although did achieve a higher This resulted in an upgraded five-star result for
Australian models produced from May While the regular version scored The offset crash yielded
An additional two points came from completing the pole test, while the seatbelt reminders
yielded the qualifying two points required for the five-star result. The hybrid fared identically
except in the offset crash test where it gained 0. Both cars also scored a "marginal" pedestrian
protection rating at On 26 September , Toyota recalled the optional "all-weather" heavy-duty
rubber floor mats from and model year Toyota Camry XV40s sold in North America. The Camry
in Japan was released on 30 January with a sales target of 1, units per month. The base "W1" is
fitted with the 2. It is fitted with dual-zone climate control air conditioning, a six- CD player ,
power front seats, rain-sensing wipers, six airbags and high-intensity discharge HID headlamps.
The "W3" and "W4" versions are specified identically to the "W1" and "W2", respectively, other
than for the addition of a sunroof. For the first time since , the Camry was marketed in
Australasia with a four-cylinder engine only. This decision was made as the Toyota Aurion â€”a
model which derives from the Camryâ€”was offered in V6 configuration only. Equipments levels
correspond directly with the Australian cars, although the full suite of airbags were fitted as
standard on the "GL". Equipment levels for the base model "Altise" comprised at launch air
conditioning, cruise control, power windows and mirrors , inch steel wheels and a single-disc
CD player. VSC was not available across the range until August , where it became standard on
all variants. The limited edition "Ateva L" added a rear lip spoiler , "Sportivo" alloy wheels and
leather trim. The "Touring" added inch alloy wheels, the "Sportivo" grille , a chrome exhaust
outlet , front fog lamps, a six-disc CD changer, dual zone climate control air conditioning and a
leather steering wheel, handbrake and gear selection lever. Further equipment upgrades arrived
on 20 July when the facelifted Australian range went on sale. All variants now offered six
airbags, Bluetooth, an auxiliary audio-input jack for the sound system, sun visor lamps and
seatback pockets. The "Ateva" grade received a new audio system with 4. Upgrades for the
"Grande" comprised keyless entry and starting system , rear parking sensors , an
electrochromatic rear-view mirror , backup camera and an upgraded sound system. An option
pack for the "Luxury" includes equipment of the aforementioned "base" option pack, plus a
sunroof and interior lighting upgrades for rear passengers. Toyota began producing the Camry
at its Russian facility in December Safety-wise, all XV40s in the United States and Canada came
factory-equipped with dual frontal airbags , front seat-mounted side torso airbags , front and
rear row side curtain airbags and a driver's knee airbag. A tire-pressure monitoring system ,
anti-lock brakes ABS , brake assist and electronic brakeforce distribution were also standard.
On the entry level "CE", features included: inch wheels, air conditioning, power windows and
mirrors, cruise control and a six-speaker audio system with CD player and auxiliary input.
Features include an optional ion air purifier type filtration system. The new 2. Sales in the United
States, the primary market for the Camry, significantly increased in the year following release. In
a Cars. This rating does not apply to the four-cylinder and hybrid versions, which continued to
be recommended. However, these problems have been corrected, and the V6 version has
improved to "average". Many owners claimed their engines would lose over one quart of oil in
as little as 1, miles. Toyota later did a warranty enhancement program to correct this issue free
of charge to customers. Toyota also offered full refunds to owners who previously paid for
repairs, even before if the repairs were performed before the warranty enhancement program.
The 50th Anniversary Edition was limited to 3, units and features unique wheels and badging,
and is painted exclusively in the "Blizzard Pearl" color. When released, the EPA rated the hybrid
about 27 percent more economical on the combined cycle compared to the non-hybrid 2. In
North America, the Camry Hybrid has benefited from several government incentives relating to
taxation and special provisions in carpool lanes see: hybrid tax credit and government
incentives for fuel efficient vehicles in the United States for more information. From Wikipedia,
the free encyclopedia. For a complete overview of all Camry models, see Toyota Camry. Motor
vehicle. Pre-facelift Toyota Camry Malaysia. Facelift Toyota Camry Malaysia. Main article:
Toyota Aurion XV Toyota Camry Hybrid US; pre-facelift. Toyota Hybrid Camry Australia; facelift.
Red-brown interior wood grain replaced the yellow-tinged trim after July Main article: â€”
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Originally compact in size narrow-body , later Camry models have grown to fit the mid-size
classification wide-body â€”although the two sizes co-existed in the s. Since the release of the
wide-bodied versions, Camry has been extolled by Toyota as the firm's second " world car "
after the Corolla. Diesel fuel versions have previously retailed at Toyota Diesel Store. The Vista
Ardeo was a wagon version of the Vista V Between and , the Camry nameplate was delegated to
a four-door sedan model in Japan, known as the Celica Camry. When Camry became an
independent model line in with the V10 series, Toyota made it available as a five-door liftback in
addition to the sedan. The subsequent Camry V20 series, debuted in with a station wagon
substituting the liftback body variant and Japan-only hardtop sedans making their debut. The
company replaced the V20 in with the V30 sedan and hardtop, but this model series was
exclusive to Japan. Automotive tax regulations in that country dictated the retention of a
narrower body as used in previous Camry generations. However, overseas demand for a larger
Camry resulted in the development of a wide-body XV10 sedan and station wagon that arrived in
When the Japanese market received a new narrow-body V40 series in to replace V30, the
wide-body XV10 continued unchanged. It was not until the narrow V40 ended manufacture in
that the Camry in Japan was to again mirror the cars sold internationally. Japanese sedans
dropped the Gracia suffix in , although it was retained by the wagon until its demise. From , the
Vista ended its Camry alignment, and instead branched into an independent model line with the
V50 series for an extra generation before the nameplate was withdrawn in The next wide-body
model, the XV30 , came in Now sold only as a sedan, it now offered two different front- and
rear-end design treatments. Japan and most global markets received one style; a separate,
more conservative version covered markets in East and Southeast Asia. With the XV40 of , the
Camry-derived Aurion become the donor model for the more conservative Camry sold in this
region. The subsequent XV50 series, sold from until , has resulted in even more markets
adopting the alternative body panels, such as Japan and Eastern Europe. The current
generation is called the XV The relationship continues to this day, but over the generations, the
ESâ€”sold as the Toyota Windom in Japan from through to â€”gravitated further away from its
Camry brethren. Badge engineering has also occurred in Australia with the Holden Apollo
between and From , Toyota Australia badged V6-engined versions as Camry Vienta, becoming
Toyota Vienta in until the badge's departure in Between , the Toyota Aurion model from
Australia was derived from the V6 Camry, but with revised front-end and rear-end styling
treatment and a partially refurbished cabin. The "Camry" nameplate originated on a four-door
sedan approximate to the Toyota Celica called the Celica Camry. Strictly speaking, Celica
Camry is not the first generation of Camry, but rather its predecessor. Celica Camry uses the
front-engine, rear-wheel-drive layout and in A40 guise, a standard four-link rigid axle
suspension system with gasoline inline-four engines displacing 1. In August , Toyota released
high-end models with four-wheel independent suspension , denoted A50 front MacPherson

struts , rear semi-trailing arm setup; four-wheel disc brakes. Toyota started production of the
first generation series Camry in March at the Tsutsumi plant. These cars served above the
comparably sized Toyota Carina and Corona in the Toyota hierarchy. Development of the V10
series Camry and Vista began in August following the oil crisis and would later cover the crisis.
Coil spring independent suspension features by way of a MacPherson strut type with stabilizer
and strut bar up front, and a MacPherson rear setup with parallel lower arms. Powertrain design
was reassessed for front-wheel-drive and this generated a foundation for which other models
were developed. In addition, automatic transmission fluid was used for the lubricating oil in
order to reduce friction. Buyers could specify sedan or liftback bodies with a five-speed manual
transmission or extra-cost four-speed automatic paired to the 2. For Australia, the Camry
rangeâ€”based on the Vista front stylingâ€”was limited to a single-grade GLi liftback variant
between April and April Europe and the United Kingdom received both body variants when
released there in mid â€”these were available in the gasoline DX trim 1. The second generation,
V20 series Camry went on sale during August in Japan. The V20 Camry originated from a time at
Toyota when considerable cost and attention to detail was engineered into its cars such as
high-quality materials and build quality to transcend the competition. All engines now use fuel
injection exclusively and were common to Camry and Vista. Entry-level customers were offered
the carry-over "Ci" 1. North American market V20 series Camry sedan and wagons came to the
market in late for the model year. All Camry station wagons for the United States originated
from Japan, while sedans were a mix of Japanese built and American built, with the ratio of
American built sedans increasing yearly. The four-wheel-drive Camry, dubbed All-Trac was
introduced for and a 2. The V6 was fuel-injected with 24 valves, and dual overhead camshafts.
The model year saw a slight upgrade in horsepower for V6 models, from to Color keyed door
handles and grille also appeared on DX and LE models, along with a new ignition chime. In
addition, the DX model gains new standard color keyed bumpers, new interior cloth that
replaces the older tweed, and new hubcap designs on both DX and LE models. Toyota Australia
released the second generation Camry in April CS cars added a tilt steering column to which the
CS-X adds a key lock warning system. The sedan-only Ultima grade gains power windows,
cruise control, automatic transmission as standard, velour trim, and a nine-stage graphic
equalizer for the audio system. In August , there was a small Apollo facelift, given the
designation JL, with an altered model range. The Executive pack was now no longer offered,
and a sports version, dubbed GS was introduced in both body variants. Introduced exclusively
to Japan in July , the Camry V30 carried forward the four-door sedan and a differently styled
hardtop sedan. An updated model appeared in July The Camry V40 appeared in July exclusively
for the Japanese market. The Toyota Vista twin continued on, although the Camry Prominent
hardtop was no longer offered; only the Vista was available as a hardtop. As before in previous
generations, the Camry was exclusive to Toyota Corolla Store , while the Vista was only
available at Toyota Vista Store locations. Engines for the V40 were a 1. At launch only the 2.
Toyota updated the V40 in June In the update anti-lock brakes and dual air bags became
standard equipment. After , the Japanese market Camry and international Camry became in-line
with each other, with the Vista taking over the V30 and V40 Camry roles. The V50 generation
was not available as a Camryâ€”only as a Vistaâ€”as a sedan, plus a station wagon called Vista
Ardeo. Vista V50 is significant because it's one of the first fruits of Toyota's company-wide
platform renewal efforts known as the MC. Studies for new front-wheel drive FWD platform and
packaging layout began in and appeared on market in December in the Toyota Prius , but the
Vista is the first mass-production, FWD Toyota with a new platform. With this platform, Toyota
trades the rear MacPherson struts for a torsion beam axle setup. A double-wishbone setup is
available for all-wheel drive. Toyota also flipped the engine orientation so that the intake
manifold is in front, improving space efficiency. Production for the Vista ended in September ,
as Toyota prepared to rename the Vista dealers as the Toyota Netz dealership network. The
move to simplify Toyota's dealership came in light of the pending Lexus launch in Japan,
planned for August In April the process was complete and all Vista dealers became Netz
dealers. In October , the Vista was replaced by the second generation Avensis. Toyota replaced
the compact V20 Camry with the Japanese market-only V30 series in However, international
markets such as Australia and North America received a widened version of the V30, known as
the XV10 series. Particularly in the United States, this narrower model was seen as
compromised, thus limiting its sales potential. A notable point of the "Wide body" SXV10 Camry
is the influence of engineering developed from the launch of Lexus and the LS, which came to
market just a few years prior to its public debut. In an interview with Automotive News, Chris
Hostetter, group vice president for Toyota NA, admitted that the Camry was considered by many
company insiders to be more of a "Lexus product" than most Toyota badge cars, going on to
mention that it borrowed technologies such as hydraulically powered cooling fans directly

developed from the ES Also according to Automotive News, some company insiders considered
it too upscale for its price point and the market segment it was set to compete within mid-sized,
mid-segment. It was Robert McCurry in conjunction with Dave Illingworth and Jim Press, who,
with great initial opposition from the Japanese executives, convinced the Japanese company
that the Camry be re-designed, enlarged, and shaped to resemble a scaled-down LS with a more
affordable FWD format, to help establish the reputation of Lexus , which at the time was still in
its infancy and lacked brand heritage. The intensive platform and component sharing with the
ES allowed Toyota to leverage costs better to allow the SXV10 Camry's high level of
specification at a reasonable price. Many insiders of Toyota argued even after critical acclaim
that the SXV10 Camry overlapped too greatly with Lexus, even though Chris Hostetter, current
vice president of advanced technology research at Toyota, believed the model had to be
developed to develop buyers who would become interested in Lexus. The smaller V30 Camry
varied in other areas besides the size. Although the underpinnings , doors and fenders , and
overall basic design cues were common between the two cars, the smaller Camry sported
harder, more angular front- and rear-end styling treatment, with the wide-body model presenting
a more curvaceous silhouette. This was a departure from the V20 generation Camry which,
although had many more rounded panels than the V10 series, was nevertheless generally
slab-sided in shape. A two-door Camry would not be reintroduced until , with the Toyota Camry
Solara. The Japanese V30 model was replaced by the Camry V40 in , however, this was also a
Japan-only model. International markets instead retained the wider XV10 until it was replaced by
the XV20 in The V40 and XV20 models were sold alongside one another in the Japanese market
until At this time, the Vista V50 took the place of the V40, ending the period of separate Camrys
for the Japanese and international markets. The XV10, at its most basic level, offered a 2. Power
and displacement increases were also received for the V6 engine. The 3. Only a sedan
configuration was available. These were also marketed and sold into Namibia , Botswana and
Zimbabwe. A variant of the UK market V6 model - detuned to run on 91 rather than 95 octane
unleaded petrol - was launched in New Zealand in These Japanese-built models were replaced
with an Australian-made line, with unique New Zealand specification, in at which point the 2.
Design work was frozen in early and later launched in the United States in September and Japan
in December It continued as a sedan and station wagon called the Camry Gracia in Japan ,
though the wagon was not sold in the United States. This was the first generation where it was
sold in Japan as the Daihatsu Altis, replacing the Daihatsu Applause. In August for the model
year, the sedan models received a mid-model upgrade to the front and rear fascias, but
remained otherwise similar to the to models. All trim levels were available with either the 2. A
coupe was added in , and then a convertible form in In contrast to the coupe from the XV10
generation Camrys, the new two-door cars were given a separate nameplate Camry Solara , or
simply Solara. They were also a significant styling departure from the sedan. Camrys and
Solaras equipped with the 5S-FE 4 cylinder engine and appropriate trim package received the
S51 manual transmission, while those equipped with the 1MZ-FE 6 cylinder engine received the
E manual transmission. Released in September for the model year, [] Toyota released the Camry
XV30 series as a larger sedan, [] but without a station wagon for the first time. Toyota
redesigned this series from the ground up for the first time since the V30 and XV Until the model
year, the Camry Solara remained on the XV20 series chassis, and received only minor styling
upgrades to the front and rear ends. However, the Solara did receive the same 2. Compared to
the international version with a less conservative design styled by Hiroyuki Metsugi, approved ,
the Asian "prestige" Camry had a different distinctive design with more chrome, larger head
lamps and tail lamps and a general greater emphasis on its width. This generation of Camry saw
even greater differentiation between "regular" model sold internationally including Japan and
the "prestige" Camry sold in the rest of Asia. Between and , the regular Camry was also
rebadged as the Daihatsu Altis model, which sold alongside the Camry in Japan. The Daihatsu
differed only in badging, with no cosmetic changes. Power comes from a choice of four and
six-cylinder engines. The 2. It came with a five-speed manual or five-speed automatic
transmission. The Camry was facelifted in early for the model year with a redesigned fascia,
taillights, and an all-new 2. The Asian market Camry features different front and rear styling,
plus a revised interior. In Asia, the Camry occupied a higher end of the market, priced just
below entry-level German luxury models. The US Camry carried over three different engine
choices from the previous model. Starting with a 2. Power output has been increased mostly by
switching to electro-hydraulic power steering. All models except for the hybrids are standard
with six-speed automatic transmissions. No manual transmissions are offered. Hybrids are
equipped with an eCVT transmission. The SE model gets paddle shifters, and a stiffer
suspension. The new model has increased fuel economy due to lighter weight, a sleeker body,
and low rolling-resistance tires. A major facelift released to North America in April for the model

year updated most of the exterior panels. In this generation, the Camry line-up for the Japanese
domestic market was reduced to being just a single variant hybrid only. The Japanese market
will now share the same Camry model as the Asian market "prestige" Camryâ€”a design also
adopted by the Toyota Aurion XV50 , albeit with minor visual changes. The Brazilian market also
carries the Prestige variant instead of the one sold in North America only in the 3. North
American production started in June and sales began in late July Engine choices include a base
2. The only major component that is shared with the previous-generation is the Toyota emblem
on the front grille and rear trunk lid. Competing with mainstream and more affordable models in
Western markets, for other export markets in Asia and Latin America, the Camry is seen as a
luxury car where it sells strongly and serves as Toyota's flagship vehicle along with the Land
Cruiser. In the United States, except for , the Camry was the best-selling passenger car from
through However, since the introduction of the XV50 Camry in , sales of the wide-body models
in Japan have resurged, thanks, in large part, to the inclusion of Toyota's Hybrid Synergy Drive
system. The Camry is also a prolific seller within Australia. The Camry has profited within its
medium-sized class, where it has been its best selling since , beating traditional competitors
including the Mazda 6, as well as contemporary ones in that of the Ford Mondeo and Skoda
Octavia. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This is the latest accepted revision , reviewed
on 21 February Model series of Toyota cars. Motor vehicle. Compact car : â€” narrow-body
Mid-size car : â€”present wide-body. Front-engine, front-wheel-drive â€”present Front-engine,
four-wheel-drive â€”, â€”present. See also: Toyota Carina. Transverse front-engine,
front-wheel-drive Transverse front-engine, four-wheel-drive. Main article: Toyota Camry XV
Toyota K platform Toyota modular platform Australia. Main article: Toyota Aurion XV August
â€” October regular August â€” March prestige. Retrieved 12 December Car and Driver.
Retrieved 11 July New York City: Kodansha America. Since then many Toyota models have
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and more fuel-efficient cars. The laws of aerodynamics ensured that gradually, many of them
began to assume similar shapes to reduce drag factors to a minimum. Hyderabad : Institute of
Public Enterprise. Washington, D. FWD vehicles were rare in , but their numbers grew rapidly in
the early s. Classic Japanese Performance Cars. North Branch, Minnesota : CarTech. Due to
declining sales, the T was the final Corona model offered in the United States. After , Toyota
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heard of it. It was called the Camry. Driving from Japan: Japanese Cars in America. The []
Camry was produced to replace the aging Corona and to compete with the Honda Accord,
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designed to "one-up" the Accord with a longer wheelbase of The Truth About Cars. Toyota,
Aichi : Toyota Motor Corporation. The Camry's drivetrain was based on a new design that was
appropriate for Toyota's first FF car with a transverse-mounted engine. Modern Motor. Sydney :
77â€” But by putting the fuel tank under the back seat, Toyota has increased luggage space";
"MacPherson struts and stabilizer bars are fitted front and rear. Variable ratio rack and pinion
steering in standard"; "The orthodox brake set-up has ventilated discs at the front and drums at
the rear. They work well and have a double proportioning valve which, during a couple of
simulated emergency stops, kept premature lock-up at bay. An interesting innovation is that
sensors ping out an audible warning when the pad thickness gets to the point where you should
start worrying. The Christian Science Monitor. Retrieved 20 March Popular Mechanics. New
York City. The New York Times. Unique Cars and Parts. Retrieved 15 February Retrieved 24
February Curbside Classics. Retrieved 3 July In September , the [ Retrieved 16 February Like all
Toyotas, construction quality of the Camry is perfect. Herald Sun. Antoine, Arthur June National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration. June Front discs are standard on all models but the SE
and CS only have rear drums whereas the CS-X and Ultima get rear discs with an integral drum
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Retrieved 17 February Part of the investment went to a major upgrading of AMI Toyota's
manufacturing and assembly plant in Port Melbourne, and to re-tooling of the Altona
panel-stamping and engine-building facility. So the locals had more say and more influence on
the Camry than any Toyota ever launched here. The launch itself was significant because local
production started less than six months behind the car's release in Japan. That's the shortest

ever lead time for a locally made Toyota. It has also meant that Australia is the first country
outside Japan to produce what Toyota describes as its latest world car. Archived from the
original on 23 February The SE] features include [ Not to forget other goodies, including central
locking, variable intermittent wiper and centre rear arm rest. The Ultima goes all-out luxury with
a list that extends to power windows, cruise control, automatic transmission as standard, velour
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University. Retrieved 23 February Commodore Lion King: Celebrating 21 Years. On Friday 11
December at 2. It quickly became known as the 'Button Plan'. This blueprint was [ Power
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Executive variants had gone and the GS models were introduced to give the Apollo a sporty
flavour to its lineup. New York Times. Retrieved 21 October There's certainly a world of
difference between the sedan and hardtop shapes. The hardtop is different again [ ES shares
the Toyota Camry platform and drivetrain, which in this application is the same as Toyota will
introduce as an all-new model in September. While all but identical mechanically, the two cars
look entirely different. Motor Trader. Kuala Lumpur. Automotive News. Retrieved 17 August But
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Retrieved 24 October USA: Toyota. Archived from the original on 27 June Archived from the
original on 6 January Retrieved 18 August Archived from the original on 8 January Archived
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changes protected pages Use dmy dates from August Short description is different from
Wikidata All articles with unsourced statements Articles with unsourced statements from May
Commons category link from Wikidata Official website different in Wikidata and Wikipedia.
Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal
Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Japan:
Toyota, Aichi Tsutsumi plant. Front-engine, rear-wheel drive. Camry DX sedan US; facelift.
Transverse front-engine, front-wheel-drive. Camry LE sedan Canada; pre-facelift. Osamu
Shikado []. July â€” JDM. Pre-facelift Camry sedan Australia. Pre-facelift Toyota Camry sedan.
Pre-facelift Camry regular. Daihatsu Altis Japan []. Wikimedia Commons has media related to
Toyota Camry. Kei car. Pixis Epoch LA Pixis Space L Subcompact car. Porte AP Aygo AB Duet
M Passo AC Etios AK Starlet P Yaris XP Soluna L Vios XP Sprinter Carib L FunCargo XP Ractis
XP Compact car. Corolla Axio E Allex E Auris E Corolla FX E Corolla RunX E Prius XW Compact

luxury car. Altezza XE Blade E Sai AZK Brevis XG Compact wagon. Corolla Van wagon E Corolla
Fielder E Sprinter Carib E Altezza Gita XE Nadia XN Opa XT Carina Surf T Caldina T Mid-size car.
Corona T Premio T Camry Solara XV Avensis T Camry XV Windom XV Aurion XV Mark X X
Aristo S Mirai JPD Mid-size wagon. Mark II Wagon X Mark II Blit X Camry Gracia XV Full-size car.
Avalon XX Crown S Crown Majesta S Celsior XF Century G Sport compact car. Celica A Celica T
Curren T Carina A Cavalier TJG Carina T Allion T Carina ED T Zelas AT Sports car. Celica Supra
A Supra A Grand tourer. Soarer Z MR2 W MR-S W Crown Comfort XS Limited edition. Sera EXY
Classic YN Origin JCG Non-Toyota platform. Yaris Sedan. Tercel 4WD Wagon. Yaris Liftback.
Corolla FX. Camry Solara. Sport compact. Paseo C. Celica Supra. MR2 Spyder. C Vehicles
exclusive to Canada. Yaris Sedan M. Yaris HB M. Yaris Liftback C. Prius c. Prius c M. Corolla iM.
Corolla Hatchback. Prius Plug-in Hybrid. Prius Prime. Prius v. The Toyota Camry is a mid-size
car , formerly a compact car manufactured by Toyota since For the East and Southeast Asian
markets, high specification Camry models are seen as executive cars. Since the sixth
generation XV30 model, the Camrys sold in these markets have sported revised front- and
rear-end treatment. For the seventh generation XV40 series, the same was done, although the
Australian-designed Toyota Aurion which is based on the seventh generation Camry was the
donor model. The Aurion features revised front- and rear-end treatment and changes to the
interior, but is fitted with the same powertrains. An up-branded luxury version of the Camry was
sold in Japan as the Toyota Windom until ; the related Lexus ES shares major chassis and
drivetrain components with the Camry. In the United States , the Camry has been the best
selling car for nine of the last ten years starting in , with the only exception being The Camry
also sells very well in Australia , Canada , and a number of Asian marketsâ€”in particular
Cambodia where the vast majority of cars are Camrys. Originally launched as the Toyota Celica
Camry in January for the Japanese home market, this model was essentially a
second-generation Toyota Carina with updated body-styling and a front-end that resembled a
Toyota Celica XX, known as the Celica Supra in export markets. The car was based on the
rear-wheel drive Celica and was powered by either a 1. Towards the end of its model lifecycle,
Toyota introduced a sports version of the Celica Camry equipped with the valve double
overhead camshaft 2. This is the most sought-after version of the Celica Camry in the
secondhand market today. The Celica Camry was also exported to a number of markets using
the Carina's name, and it replaced the second-generation Carina in these markets. In , the
Camry became an independent model line, and was sold as a compact four-door sedan and
five-door hatchback. There were limited exports, predominantly to right-hand-drive markets. At
this point, Camry was positioned above the Carina and Corona , two other mid-sized models
made by Toyota. A twin was announced at this point: the Toyota Vista. The design of the first
generation Camry fit well within the box-shaped trends of the early s. Additionally, the vehicle
size and available options were characteristic of Japanese-designed cars of the time; the Camry
was a compact sedan, with a solid but spartan construction and competed indirectly against
larger American counterparts. Either a four-door sedan or five-door hatchback body style could
be specified, and could be purchased with either a five-speed manual transmission or a
four-speed AE automatic. In contrast to the rear-wheel drive Celica Camry, the Toyota Camry
was a front-wheel drive vehicle built on an all-new platform. In Australia, only the petrol-fueled
hatchback was sold. The United Kingdom , and much of Continental Europe got the sedan and
hatchback versions: these were available in 1. The second generation model debuted in , this
time including a station wagon while dropping the hatchback body style. At this point, it was
still regarded as a compact car. In , an all-wheel drive system dubbed All-Trac was introduced
and a 2. This particular model also had an electronic instrument cluster. In fact, it was the first
Camry ever made outside of Japan. In , a 2. The V6 sat the very top of the range, and was the
only model to be imported from Japan. Due to its positioning in the line-up, and the high import
duty it attracted, it was very expensive, and only sold in small numbers. In , the 1. Toyota Motor
Manufacturing Kentucky , the first wholly-owned U. Toyota plant, began producing Camrys in ,
where three trim levels of the second generation Camry were made: the unbadged base model,
the DX, and the LE. The 2. The ES was essentially the Japanese-market Camry hardtop. In ,
anti-lock brakes became optional on the V6, LE, and station wagon models. These second
generation models were extremely popular in the United States and it is not at all uncommon to
see examples on American roads, even to this day more than two decades after production. The
third generation V30 Camry was introduced exclusively to the Japanese market in July A
widened version of this model was also sold in Japan as the Toyota Scepter. The Scepter
incorporated unique front- and rear-end styling, with the side doors and many other sheet metal
and mechanical components interchangeable between the two cars. These generation
classification are for the Japanese market Camry. The third generation US Camry was
introduced from while the fourth generation was introduced from , the fifth generation camry

was from , and lastly the sixth and current generation in the US is from present. The U. Camry is
presently in its six generation while the Japanese market version is in its seventh generation.
For the model year, a four wheel steering version of the JDM Camry was sold with a 2. An
updated model appeared in July The scope of changes ranged from a new, larger grille and a
revised air conditioning unit. At the same time the ZX touring package appeared in place of GT.
A two-door Camry would not be reintroduced until , with the Toyota Camry Solara. There is also
a convertible derivative version of the Camry called the Solara from and later spun off into its
own line as the Camry Solara when reintroduced in However, the Solara development lags
behind the sedan by a couple years and the production is scheduled to end in The Camry V40
appeared in July exclusively for the Japanese market. Engines for the V40 comprised of a 1. At
launch only the 2. Toyota updated the V40 in June In the update anti-lock brakes and dual air
bags became standard equipment. After , the Japanese market Camry and international Camry
became in-line with each other, with the Toyota Vista taking over the V30 and V40 Camry roles.
The fifth generation Camry was launched in Japan in December It continued as a sedan and
station wagon called the Camry Gracia in Japan , though the latter model was not sold in the
United States. This generation was launched in the U. The Altis was introduced March as a
flagship sedan for Daihatsu as a replacement for the Daihatsu Applause. Not very many Altis
are sold in Japan because the typical Daihatsu is priced in the entry level pricing range, and the
Altis is priced very similar to the comparable model JDM Toyota Camry. Unlike the Camry,
which is available as a sedan or wagon in Japan, the Altis is a sedan only. The name "Altis" is a
variation of the word "altitude", implying a "high elevation" status as the top level car for
Daihatsu. In , the sedan models received a mid-model upgrade to the front and rear fascias, but
remained otherwise similar to the to models. In addition, the Vista's sheetmetal resembled a tall,
formal sedan, while the Camry became sleeker. This "split" continues today. A coupe was
added in , and then a convertible form in In contrast to the coupe from the third generation
Camrys, the new two-door cars were given a separate nameplate Camry Solara , or simply
Solara. They were also a significant styling departure from the sedan. All trim levels were
available with either the 2. The LE-based Collector Edition was new for model year. This was the
first Camry to be sold as a Daihatsu ; the Daihatsu Altis was identical to the export version of
the Camry. Mark II Qualis was also available in 3. In Australia, unlike the previous generation,
the Camry name was also applied to the V6 variants, while the Vienta V6 range was revised as
the "upmarket" models. The line-up of 4-cylinder Camry models consisted of the CSI , Conquest
and CSX models automatic transmission only ; all three variants were available in sedan or
wagon. In September , the revised Camry was launched. The Vienta V6 range was discontinued
due to the launch of the Avalon sedan in July and two new models were added to the Camry
range: the top-of-the-range Azura V6 sedan and the Touring Series V6 wagon, both of which
were available with an automatic transmission only. Towards the end of the model run, the
limited edition Intrigue and Advantage sedans were launched. In September , the Toyota Camry
was released as a larger sedan taking styling cues from the successful Vitz , Corolla , and
Solara only, but without a station wagon for the first time. The front end of the car was relatively
short, leaving a great deal of the length to the cabin, a technique adopted by compact cars. In
contrast to the fairly squat fifth generation Camry, the sixth generation was a decidedly tall
vehicle. It was 2. Both the LE and SE models were available with a manual transmission when
equipped with the four-cylinder engine. Any model could be equipped with a V6 or an automatic
transmission, although the manual transmission was not available on V6 models. Until the
model year, the Camry Solara remained on the sixth generation chassis, and received only
minor styling upgrades to the front and rear ends. However, the Solara did receive the same 2.
The second generation Camry Solara was introduced in as a model. Again, styling from the
Camry was radically different, taking design cues from the Lexus SC The Solara also received
the new 5-speed automatic transmission the sedan was given. Unlike the first generation Solara,
the SLE trim could be had with the four-cylinder engine. In late , the Camry was introduced with
new upgrades such as a chrome grille though the SE had a sportier grille , new headlight and
taillight designs, redesigned front bumper, and new wheels. A new base trim level was added,
which was priced lower than the Camry LE. Interior upgrades to the Camry included a rear
center head restraint, a storage bin in the door, Optitron gauges, steering wheel-mounted audio
controls standard for all trim levels, and standard leather seating on V6-powered XLEs. A
5-speed automatic transmission was now available on both the V6 and I4 engines; the I4 engine
receiving the new transmission for the model year. Daihatsu continued with its twin Altis model
for the Japanese market. The Altise, Ateva, and Sportivo are available with either the 2. Only the
Altise and Sportivo models could be fitted with a manual transmission â€” all other models are
equipped with a four-speed automatic transmission. In , the V6-powered Altise Sport model was
introduced, which is basically the Altise model with the sports suspension that was fitted on the

Sportivo and Azura models and was available in manual and automatic trasmission. When the
revised range was launched in Australia and New Zealand in September , the Grande model was
reintroduced which, together with the Azura model, were the top-of-the-range models. The
Grande however was fitted with the standard suspension rather than the sports suspension as
fitted on the Azura model. The Toyota Link system is a state-of-the-art satellite and mobile SMS
GSM communications system that gives the driver access to roadside assistance and
emergency help via the electrochromatic rear view mirror. In August the Altise Sport model was
reintroduced V6 auto only together with Altise Limited four-cylinder and V6 that has additional
features. The Ateva model had an interior upgrade to leather trim and rear passenger air
conditioning vents. The Altise was repositioned as a fleet model and manual transmission was
no longer available on V6 Sportivo models from January production. Automatic Camrys in
Australia still used the dated four-speed rather than the new five-speed introduced in the US
across the range. The new 3. A number of milestones were achieved with this generation's
Camry in Australia. The one millionth Camry Black Azura built in Australia and 10 millionth
Camry worldwide rolled off the production line at Altona in September The overseas demand for
the Australian-made Camry is still running at record levels, despite the release of an all-new
model in August The current Australian-made Camry remains one of the top-selling passenger
vehicles in Saudi Arabia. This concept vehicle had significant performance and visual upgrades
from the production Toyota Camry and was one of the concept vehicles designed what is now
TRD Australia. The Camry in Taiwan and Malaysia of this generation looked very similar to other
versions, but the front end had a "thicker" grille and larger, all-white, differently shaped
headlights. In the Philippines, the fifth generation Camry was initially introduced with 2.
Compared to the US version, this had a different front end design grille and headlights , as well
as inner taillight garnishes. The facelifted version saw off the 2. The seventh generation Camry
was introduced at the North American International Auto Show alongside a hybrid version and
went on sale in March as a model. The Camry was significantly redesigned and featured a 2-inch
longer wheelbase. Overall length and passenger volume remained equal to the predecessor,
while trunk space decreased by about 1. Power came from a choice of four- and six-cylinder
engines. It came with a 5-speed manual or 5-speed automatic. The 3. Styling-wise the Camry
takes a sleeker shape. Coefficient of drag Cd figure for the non-hybrid Camry is 0. For more
responsive handling Toyota offers the SE Camry. To create a more rigid structure an underfloor
brace, a V-brace behind the rear seat and thicker body-side brackets are added. Sales in the
United States, the primary market for the Camry, significantly increased in the year following
release. Quarterly sales totaled a record 46, vehicles for second quarter of the American model
year. This rating does not apply to the four cylinder and hybrid versions, which continued to be
recommended. However, these problems have been corrected, and the V6 version has improved
to "average". Consumers of Reviewcars. Two newly designed 2. The more powerful hp version
is exclusive to the Camry SE. The Camry goes on sale in March The Camry comes
factory-equipped with dual frontal airbags , front and rear row side curtain airbags, front row
torso side airbags, and a driver's knee airbag. Toyota also improved the Camry's safety by
applying ultra-high-strength steel, which must be hot-stamped on the Camry's roof, front and
center pillars, and rocker structures. Frontal Driver:. Frontal Passenger:. Side Driver:. Side Rear
Passenger:. In June , Toyota Motor Corporation has announced that the Camry Hybrid will also
be built in a Thailand plant in and in Melbourne in with an annual production capacity of 9, and
10, respectively. Petersburg, Russia, and in China for the Chinese market only. The Camry sold
in China shares the front and rear design used for the Australian 6-cylinder 'Aurion'. A Camry
manufactured in Japan is denoted with a VIN starting with "J", as well as a small hatch on the
passenger's side of the front bumper containing equipment that is compatible with Japanese
towing systems; US-made models are denoted with a VIN starting with "4". For the first time in
18 years, it is marketed in those countries as a four cylinder model only. The simplified model
range consists of the 'Altise', 'Sportivo', 'Ateva', and 'Grande' in ascending order in terms of
price. The Grande model was the first Australian-made Camry to be fitted with rain-sensing
wipers, stability control, traction control and Bluetooth connectivity. Stability control was not
available across the range until August , where it became standard on all variants. In May , the
Grande variant received a change in specifications to the same set of alloy wheels as the
'Sportivo' variant, as opposed to the 'Grande' variant previously. It is worth noting that before
the change, the "Grande" model had the same wheels as the "Ateva" model. Also, released in
May , was the Ateva L. It included extra features such as a rear lip spoiler, the same alloys as
the "Sportivo" variant and leather seats and leather door trim. Although Camry models are only
offered with four cylinder engines, the Toyota Aurion , which has side windows, door panels,
windscreen and roof panels identical to those in the Camry, is offered with V6 engines. There
have plans to negotiate a deal with Toyota to begin the manufacture of right hand drive Toyota

Camry hybrids at Altona. The Toyota Camry, as of , is Australia's best selling locally made
vehicle, when taking into account all sales, both domestic and exports. The engines are a 2. The
Hybrid is powered by the 2. The SE Sport Edition , priced between the LE and XLE, differs from
the rest of the Camry trims, having inch alloy wheels, a sport-tuned suspension, a three-spoke
steering wheel, lip spoiler, side skirts, sport-style grille, and fog lamps. All other Camrys come
with inch alloy wheels, while the 4-cylinder LE has inch steel wheels standard though alloy
wheels are available as part of the Touring package. While Vehicle Stability Control and Traction
Control were initially exclusive to V6 cars for the generation, these features are now offered on
every Camry model, save for the 4-cylinder LE which has these as part of the Convenience
package. The 2 liter variant of the engine based on the 1AZ-FE is a 2. In Malaysia , the 2. The
output of this 2. The Camry in the Philippines offers three grades: the base G, offering a l4 2. All
of the variants also use a foot-type parking brake , and welcomes the driver whenever the
ignition i
09 chevy silverado
30 amp twist lock plug wiring diagram
206 chevy silverado
s set to "ON", displaying on the central console "Welcome to Camry". All of the variants has 4
front speakers and 2 rear speakers. The popularity of the Camry showed spectacularly during
the automotive industry crisis â€” sales of the Camry by itself exceeded Chrysler 's entire
passenger car sales. From Toyota Wiki. Main article: Toyota Camry Hybrid. Retrieved on Car
and Driver. US News. JB car pages. Toyota Taiwan. Insurance Institute for Highway Safety.
Canadian Driver. Retrieved on 22 June Navigation menu Personal tools Log in. Namespaces
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